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ABSTRACT 

Regression testing is an activity during the maintenance phase to validate the changes made to the software 

and to ensure that these changes would not affect the previously verified code or functionality. Often, 

regression testing is performed with limited computing resources and time budget. So in this phase, it is 

infeasible to run the complete test suite Thus, test-case prioritization approaches are applied to ensure the 

execution of test cases in some prioritized order and to achieve some specific goals like, increasing the rate 

of bug detection, identifying the most critical bugs as early as possible etc. In this paper work, the proposed 

multiple regression testing approaches are elaborated and its existing issues are discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The regression testing one of the testing techniques is the testing in which testing is performed on the modified 

application using the same previously defined sets of Test cases. When an application is developed and it is 

tested for the first time a set of test cases means test suite is designed to verify and validate its functionality. 

The tester keeps this test suite with them for further use. When a modification is done in the application then 

these previously designed test suites are used by testers to ensure that no new errors have been introduced in 

the previously tested code. But it is not worth checking all test cases for a small change. It is impractical and 

inefficient to run each test for each program function when a change occurs. In addition, it will be a very 

expensive technique that also performs the full test for a small change. To reduce the cost of regression 

technology and make it more efficient, researchers have introduced the concept of prioritizing test cases. In 

the test case prioritization the test cases are prioritized and scheduled in order that attempts to maximize some 

objective function. To decide the priority of the test cases the various factors depending upon the need are 

decided then the priority is assigned to the test cases. Test case prioritization provides a way to schedule and 

run test cases, which have the highest priority in order to provide earlier detect faults. Furthermore, in [5] it is 

mentioned that Gregg Rothermel has proven that prioritization and scheduling test cases are one of the most 

critical task during the software testing process as he has given an example of industrial collaborators reports, 

which shows that there are approx 20,000 lines of code, running the entire test cases require seven weeks. In 
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this situation prioritization of test cases plays a vital role to save the time. Here are some approaches for 

regression testing: 

 

Figure 1: Regression testing approaches 

1) Retest All  

It's the best technique. During this approach, all test cases are simply executed on the test set. 

2) Regression Test Selection  

This deals with the difficult arising, from test suite for assuming a subset of test case. Then the selected test 

cases are executed to check and test the changes that occur in the program. 

3) Test Suite Reduction  

This process consists of two parts: the first is to identify relevant or redundant test cases, the second is to 

exclude these test cases. 

4) Test Case Prioritization  

Understand the idealized classification of test cases. This order is intended to increase the intriguing features 

of early detection of errors and lack of error detection and minimize the cost factor. 

ISSUES FACED BY EXISTING METHODS 

Although many techniques have been proposed for test case prioritization, there are some complexities exist. 

They are 

1. To identify defects on poor coding software. 

2. Determine the importance of test case between same priority test cases. 
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3. Determination of important test case when multiple test suites consist of multiple test cases. 

4. No common techniques to cover multi-coverage criteria. 

1. Analysis to identify defects based on poor coding patterns 

Test case generation is depending upon the functionality of the software. When functionality of the application 

not understand to the tester, It makes difficult to generate and execute the test case, for example misuse of 

language semantics, boundary conditions, memory leaks and buffer overflows. So automatically fault 

detection rate will be decreased during regression testing. 

2. Priority level of test case 

Test cases are prioritized according to the priority level of test cases in some prioritizing techniques. Different 

techniques consider different parameters to calculate priority. Tester encounter the problem when more than 

one test case having same priority level to which test cases executed earlier when compare with other test case 

in the same priority level. 

3. Determination of important test case when multiple test suites having multiple test cases 

Sometimes the application has large number of test suite. Each test suite has much number of test cases. Some 

of the test cases are more important to execute and some are not important in the same suite. Unfortunately 

finding and analyzing important test cases in each test suite is not favorable for all time. It is also time 

consuming process.  

In several modular approaches, the total number of test cases is divided into modules based on the number of 

test cases. The determination of error detection in each module is very effective and simple, rather than 

considering the total number of test cases at the same time. And this approach also gives confidence in the 

reliability of the software after the prioritization of each module. 

MODEL-BASED APPROACH 

This approach also presents an analysis of model based regression testing techniques. These techniques 

generate regression tests using different system models. Most of the techniques are based on the UML models. 

The techniques in this survey use some models like, class diagrams, state machines diagrams, activity 

diagram, and use case diagrams etc. 

Diagram-Based Regression Test Selection Technique 

Farooq et al [13] have proposed a model based selective technique using class diagram and state diagram 

model of UML to classify the test cases and generate regression test suite. In UML based modeling, artifacts 

are interrelated. A change in one artifact may cause a change in another artifact without even being reflected 
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on it. For example, a message in the sequence diagram may change due to a change in its respective operation 

in the class diagram. This change may not be reflected directly in the sequence diagram and consulting the 

class diagram becomes essential to obtain this change information. They defined two types of changes in their 

proposed approach; Class-driven changes and State-driven changes. The changes in data members, operations, 

relationships and dependencies are catered by using the information from class diagram and were obtained by 

comparing baseline and delta version of the class diagram. These changes may or may not reflect on the state 

machine. The changes in object behavior were catered by analyzing the state machine and were obtained by 

comparing the baseline and delta version of the state machine and by using the Class-driven changes.  

The Class Driven Comparator takes the baseline and delta version of class diagram, class invariants, and 

operation contracts, and generates Class-driven Changes (CDC). The State Machine Comparator takes CDC 

and baseline and delta state machines, contracts and state invariants as input and generates State-driven 

Changes (SDC). SDC, along with baseline test suite, are fed to Regression Test Selector. The regression test 

selector classifies the baseline test suite into obsolete, reusable, and retest able test cases. The class driven 

changes they identified are Modified Expression, Changed Multiplicity, Modified Property, Modified 

Attribute, Modified Operation Parameter, Modified Operation, Modified Association, Added/deleted 

Attribute, Added/deleted Operation, Added/deleted association. State driven changes state machines are 

composed of regions and regions are composed of states, transitions and other vertices. They identified 

changes associated with states and transitions. The state driven change categories identified were 

added/deleted state, modified state, added/deleted transition, modified transition, modified event, modified 

actions, and modified guards. After the identification of these changes, test cases can be generated according 

to the categories of both classes of changes, which are in fact the test suite for regression testing. To verify 

the applicability of the proposed technique, they have applied it on a case study. 

A UML Class and Sequence Diagrams based Regression Test Selection Technique 

The approach proposed by L. Naslavsky et al [10] adopts UML class and sequence diagrams as its modeling 

perspective. They identified two phases for this approach. In the 1st phase an infrastructure comprised of test-

related models has been created and fine-grained relationship among these models and test cases from models 

are generated. This infrastructure is used, in turn, to support the identification of test cases for retest in the 

2nd phase. The approach uses model-based control flow graph (mbcfg) information to support impact analysis 

on behavioral models. The following are considered as examples of direct class diagram changes and how 

they would impact other entities: (1) If a class attribute that comprise an OCL constraint (e.g. operation pre-, 

post-condition) is changed, the OCL constraint is considered changed; (2) If an OCL constraint navigates a 

changed association, that OCL constraint is considered changed; (3) if a class invariant is changed, all 

operations of the class are considered changed (including the constructor). The proposed approach selects test 

cases to re-test the implementation. Thus, the change impact identification on behavioral models aims at 
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locating entities in the model that might require implementation modification. It seizes existence of mbcfg 

along with the traceability models to perform necessary impact analysis. They adapted the code-based 

algorithm in [15] to perform traversal of mbcfg (phase 2). The adapted algorithm checks if an edge leading up 

to a node was modified, prior to checking for node modifications. The edge is considered modified if it has a 

modified constraint (guard). Guards’ modifications are identified using traceability relationships to locate 

corresponding guards in the UML model. Modified edges are added to the set of dangerous edges. 

Identification of modified guards results in addition of all other edges with the same tail to the set of dangerous 

edges.  

Indeed, a guard change might result in modified test cases’ expected behavior. Nodes’ equivalence is 

identified using traceability relationships to locate the corresponding operations in the UML model. Then, it 

checks if that element was modified looking it up in the differencing model and in the list of impacted 

operations. Node modification also results in addition of triggering edge to the set of dangerous edges. 

Risk-Based Regression Testing 

The proposed approach is considered as risk-based regression testing. In this approach the authors have 

considered the risk related to the software potential defects as a threat to the failure after the changes as a 

significant factor, so a risk model is presented as well as the model of regression testing. In amland presented 

a simple risk model with only two elements of Risk Exposure: (i) The probability of a fault being present.(ii) 

The cost (consequence or impact) of a fault in the corresponding function if it occurs in operation. The 

mathematical formula to calculate Risk Exposure is RE (f) = P (f) × C (f). 

Purpose of regression testing is to achieve software quality and coverage criteria. Two types of test cases are 

to be included to achieve and differentiate these requirements, targeted tests and safety tests. Targeted tests 

are test cases that exercise important affected requirement attributes, and Safety tests are test cases selected 

to reach predefined coverage target. Traceability supports cross-checking by linking requirements, analysis, 

design, implementation, and test cases. In specification-based testing, traceability specifies which test case 

belongs to a given requirements attribute. To generate the targeted tests the activity diagram model is used. 

To test the affected requirements that are customer-visible, first kind of regression test cases, Targeted tests, 

are used. Activity diagram is traversed to identify affected edges, and then test cases are selected that execute 

the affected edges based on the traceability matrix to create Targeted Tests. Next to generate test cases that 

are required to achieve coverage target and are risk-based, four steps are used. In the first step the cost for 

each test case is assessed.  

The cost of every test case is categorized through 1-5 where the lowest value depicts the lower cost and the 

high value as higher cost. Two kinds of costs are taken into consideration: (i) The consequences of a fault as 
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seen by the customer, (ii) The consequences of a fault as seen by the vendor. In the second step severity 

probability is derived for each test case. The severity probability is calculated by multiplying the number of 

defects and the average severity of defects. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Test Case Prioritization Technique Issues:  

Greedy algorithms [7] have used to implement some of the test case prioritization techniques. Greedy 

algorithm selects the optimal set of test cases. The set of test cases are determined by prioritizing the test cases 

having higher potential of detecting faults over other test cases. Genetic algorithm [10] is a search evolution 

technique to determine optimal search results. It is used to search for optimal test case based on multiple 

objectives like defect detection, defect severity, test costs and many other factors. Based on experiments 

performed using these techniques the results indicate an improvement in rate of fault detection and reduced 

costs. One of the methods used to prioritizing test case is requirement-based techniques. In this technique the 

test cases are prioritized based on the software requirements. Weight factors like requirement volatility, 

requirement complexity and custom-priority are used to determine priority of the test cases. Some researchers 

use the fault history information to improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization techniques. However 

they have not used real faults in their experiments, so it is difficult to conclude that the techniques that use 

fault history information can actually effective in improving the effectiveness of test case prioritization. 

To quantify the goal of increasing a test suite’s rate of fault detection a metric, Average percentage of fault 

detection (APFD) [16] was developed which measures the weighted average of the percentage of faults 

detected over the life of the test suite. APFD values range from 0 to 100; higher numbers imply faster fault 

detection rates. 

In Code coverage [18] based test case prioritization techniques, test cases are prioritized based on the 

maximum code covered by test case. Code coverage analysis describes the amount of source code executed 

by the test cases during execution. The code coverage metric is an indication of software quality. It is also a 

white box testing technique to determine the number of statements covered by the each test case. 

In Requirement-based [19] test case prioritization, test cases are mapped to software requirements that are 

tested by testers, and then prioritized by various properties of the mapped requirements, including customer-

assigned priority and implementation complexity. 

CONCLUSION 

Testing is an important and mandatory part of the software development. Software testing is most significant 

process of software development life cycle. The testing phase involves finding the bugs and removal of defects 
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at earliest if possible. There are different types of testing that software tester adopt according to their 

requirements such as Mutation, Regression, Stress, Security, Load testing etc. Regression testing is the 

important type of software testing. When modifications occur in software then there is a need to perform 

regression testing to check that it doesn’t influence the other modules of system. Test case prioritization is 

done by using different techniques. This paper furnished a comprehensive analysis of different various 

regression techniques, which primarily focuses on prioritization of test cases. 
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